Introduction:
Chikungunya virus (CHIKV) is an RNA alphavirus of the Togaviridae family. It produces an acute febrile illness in humans followed by joint pain, itchy rash and leg swelling. This emerging virus has caused several large outbreaks in parts of Africa, Asia, and the Indian Ocean Islands and more recently in the Caribbean. This study was done from December 2015 to November 2016 on 24 confirmed Chikungunya patients with leg swelling. Peripheral vascular duplex study was done in every patients to find out the cause of leg swelling. Unilateral leg swelling 83% and Bilateral leg swelling 17%. Lower limb vascular Duplex was done in all patients. Moderate reversable lymphatic oedema in subcutaneous tissue of lower limb was found in 22 patients only. 2 patients had cellulites with mild lymphatic swelling. DVT was absent. There was mild reduction of peak systolic arterial flow in 13 patients which is secondary to pressure effect of lymphedema and leg swelling. 16 patients had non tender lymphadenopathy (>1cm in diameter), 2 had tender lymphadenopathy in inguinal region and no enlarged lymph glands was observed in rest of the 6 patients. 6 patients had neutropenia and 8 had lymphopenia.
Gradual improvement of symptoms was observed with conservative treatment. Lymphedema is reversible and conservative therapy is appropriate. And Non tender lymphadenopathy does not require treatment.

Methods:
- Study type: Observational study
- Study population: total 24 Chikungunya patients with leg swelling who underwent lower limb vascular duplex study
- Study period: December 2015 to November 2016
- Study place: Labaid, Uttara, Dhaka, Bangladesh

Inclusion criteria:
- Chikungunya patients with leg swelling.
- Chikungunya IgG and IgM positive.
**Exclusion criteria:**
- Patient with heart failure
- Patient with renal failure
- Patient with liver failure

A questionnaire was used for each patient. Data were analyzed by SPSS 19.0 software.

**Results:**
This study included 24 Chikungunya patients. Initially fever, joint pain, most presented with rash were observed in these patients. Leg swelling was apparent at the end or after fibrile period. Small joints were involved with symmetrical pattern. Regarding age, it was observed that, age ranged from 18-60 years. All patients were Chikungunya IgG and IgM positive. Unilateral leg swelling 83% and Bilateral leg swelling 17%. Lower limb vascular Duplex was done in all patients. Moderate resersible lymphatic oedema in subcutaneous tissue of lower limb was found in 22 patients only. 2 patients had cellulites with mild lymphatic swelling. DVT was absent. There was mild reduction of peak systolic arterial flow in 13 patients which is secondary to pressure effect of lymphedema and leg swelling. 16 patients had non tender lymphadenopathy (>1cm in diameter), 2 had tender lymphadenopathy in inguinal region and no enlarged lymph glands was observed in rest of the 6 patients. 6 patients had neutropenia and 8 had lymphopenia. Gradual improvement of symptoms was observed with conservative treatment.

Fig.-2: Unilateral leg swelling 83% and Bilateral leg swelling 17%

Fig.-3: Duplex scan of lower limb revealed:
1) Moderately reversible lymphatic oedema in subcutaneous tissue of lower limb was found in 22 patients.
2) Only 2 patients had cellulitis with mild lymphatic swelling.
3) DVT was absent.

Fig.-4: Lymphadenopathy lateral to femoral artery in study subject

Fig.-5: Lymphatic swelling in subcutaneous tissue
Discussion:
CHIKV is currently spreading in the Bangladesh for last two- three years. The surveillance of clinical infections in this new geographical area is essential. Although lymphadenopathy has previously been described in the context of alphavirus infections, this is an uncommonly reported feature in infections caused by CHIKV. Lymphadenopathy, mainly of the cervical area, was reported in nearly half of the patients during an outbreak of O’nyong-nyong fever in south-central Uganda in the late 1990s. However, in the case series of CHIKV infection outbreak in La Réunion in 2006, lymphadenopathy was reported frequently, where lymphadenopathy was found in <9% of 157 of the confirmed cases described. In another study conducted in India in 2006, lymphadenopathy was present in around 14% (12/87) of confirmed cases. Two other case series have reported lymphadenopathy in 18% of 28 acute CHIKV infections diagnosed at a hospital in Southern Sri Lanka in 2007 and pre- and post-auricular lymphadenopathy in 4 of 220 suspected CHIKV cases in an area of East India in 2011, respectively. The clinical spectrum of the infection may be different in pediatric cases as lymphadenopathy has been described to be a common clinical feature in a review of CHIKV in children. In this study of the current outbreak in Bangladesh revealed that nontender lymphadenopathy was present in more than half of the cases. Although more data will become available as additional information from this evolving outbreak is recorded, it appears that lymph node involvement in the context of CHIKV infections and lymph oedema may be more frequent than previously determined. It is also possible that the occurrence of lymphadenopathy and lymph oedema may be underdiagnosed given that it may occur toward the end of the febrile period during recovery from the infection and appear to be self-limiting. This feature may therefore not be recorded unless it is self-reported. The possibility that more pronounced symptoms such as painful reactive lymphadenopathy may be more frequent during the current outbreak as a new alphavirus has been recently introduced into an apparently population should be explored. Some studies have examined the possible role of RNA viruses in the pathogenesis of Burkitt’s lymphoma, and CHIKV has been investigated as a potentially oncogenic arbovirus. In addition, models of chikungunya infection in nonhuman primates have found long-term persistence of CHIKV in joints, muscles, lymphoid organs, and liver. The possible long-term consequences of this infection in such a population should therefore be determined. Other acute infections that could lead to a similar clinical presentation with fever and lymphadenopathy such as EBV, CMV, Toxoplasma sp., or HIV infections were not excluded in all cases in this study. The combination of clinical, epidemiological, and virological criteria for CHIKV infection in all the cases made other etiologies less likely. Patients with suspected CHIKV infection should be examined for the presence of lymphadenopathy. Further studies would be needed on immunological factors or biomarkers of infection in those patients presenting with lymphadenopathy may be the future aid of understanding of the pathogenesis of this viral infection in humans.

Conclusion:
Chikungunya patient who have leg swelling can be done lower limb vascular duplex to exclude DVT, may assure that lymphedema is reversible and conservative therapy is appropriate. And Non tender lymphadenopathy does not require treatment.
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